OFFICIAL LIEN VERIFICATION
(As provided by PA Department of Transportation records dated ____________ )

A.) VIN # ________________________________
B.) VEHICLE OWNER ________________________________
C.) LESSEE ________________________________

D1.) LIENHOLDER ________________________________
D2.) LIENHOLDER ________________________________

E.) ODOMETER INFO. ________________________________

ODOMETER STATUS
0 = Actual Mileage
1 = Mileage Exceeds The Mechanical Limits
2 = Near The Actual Mileage
3 = Not The Actual Mileage
4 = Exempt From Odometer Disclosure

F.) TITLE BRAND(S) ________________________________

TITLE BRANDS
A = Antique Vehicle
C = Classic Vehicle
D = Out Of Country
G = Originally MFD. For Non-U.S. Distribution
H = Agricultural Vehicle
L = Logging Vehicle
P = Formerly A Police Vehicle
R = Reconstructed
S = Street Rod
T = Recovered Theft Vehicle
V = Vehicle Contains Reissued Vin
W = Flood Vehicle
X = Formerly A Tax

IMPORTANT NOTICE: After the dealership receives lien verification, the vehicle may be sold without the title present. However, the dealership must still provide paperwork to PennDOT within 20 days of the sale. State law requires that title ownership must be transferred to the customer within 90 days of the sales transaction. If the dealer does not properly submit the paperwork to PennDOT, and 90 days passes without title ownership transfer due to an act or omission by the dealer, the customer would have the right to rescind the deal (Section 1111 (a.1) of the Vehicle Code).